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On 16 Apr 2007 19:14:25 Francisco Santos wrote:

Dear Manuel and Manuel

After seeing the list of other talks and speakers in the symposium I have the 

impression that the plan I sent to you for mine is perhaps on the wrong track…

On 16/04/2007, at 9:05, Manuel de León wrote:

Dear colleague,

Here is the program of the Simposium "The Frontiers of Mathematics…

On --/--/2007, at 14:09, Francisco Santos wrote:

Title: "The cinderella of math";  Abstract: In this talk…



“… the recent development of combinatorics is

somewhat of a cinderella story: It used to be looked

down on by “mainstream” mathematicians as being

somehow less respectable than other areas, in

spite of many services rendered to both pure and

applied mathematics. Then along came the prince

of computer science with its many mathematical

problems and needs --- and it was combinatorics

that best fitted the glass slipper held out”.

A. Björner, R. P. Stanley, 1999



What is combinatorics?

“The field of mathematics concerned with problems of

selection, arrangement, and operation within a finite or

discrete system” (www.britannica.com).

So, more or less  “combinatorics = discrete mathematics”

continuous discrete



History of combinatorics

Eastern ancient mathematics (India, China) seems to have been

more “discrete” and “combinatorial” then western (Greece).

“Concrete  vs.  Abstract”?

Towards the XIV  century, via the arab and byzantine

mathematicians, things such as magic squares and the factorial

and binomial numbers entered Europe.

In the XVII century:

Pascal’s “Traité du triangle arithmetique”.

Leibniz’s “Dissertatio de Arte Combinatoria”.

(Also de Moivre, Stirling, Johann and Jakob Bernouilli,…)
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overshadow everything else” [Biggs, Lloyd, Wilson]

Königsberg bridges --> graph theory

"Euler’s formula" -->

           polyhedral combinatorics

Partitions of numbers -->

           enumerative combinatorics

36 officers problem -->

           designs, symmetric structures
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The master of us all

Euler on Euler’s formula: “It astonishes me that these general

properties of stereotomy have not, as far as I know, been noticed

by anyone else” [1750, in a letter to Goldbach]

Does this have to do with the “frontiers of mathematics”?

Euler’s formula is so evident once you know it… Euler’s genius in

this case was to look at a very old mathematical object in a

completely new manner.

Euler saw mathematics where others didn't, and there was no

mathematical question that did not deserve his attention.



The master of us all

During the XIXth century, let us only say that combinatorics

developed quietly and steadily alongside with its sisters algebra,

analysis, geometry, etc. [Cayley, Cauchy, Sylvester, de Morgan,

Listing,…]

Many combinatorial objects were developed not only per se but

also for their interest in other areas.

Much of mathematics was still algorithmically oriented.



XX century: a cinderella story

Combinatorics continued to develop. But, compared with previous

times (and with today's), “mainstream mathematics” had a much

greater long for abstraction, axiomatization, formalization.

"[combinatorics] used to be looked down on by “mainstream” 

mathematicians as being somehow less respectable than

other areas, in spite of many services rendered to both pure 

and applied mathematics".
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Some quotes by G. C. Rota (1932-1999):

" The period that runs roughly from the twenties to the middle seventies

was an age of abstraction. It probably reached its peak in the fifties and

sixties."

" ... A distinguished mathematician once whispered to me in 1956, "Did you

know that your algebra teacher Oystein Ore has published papers in graph

theory? Don't let this get around."

" And remember, when talking to outsiders, have nothing but praise for

your colleagues in all fields, even for those in combinatorics."



XX century: a cinderella story

…and a quote by the American Math Society (in the citation for

the Steele Prize awarded to Rota in 1988 for his paper “On the

Foundations of Combinatorial Theory, I”):

“... the single paper most responsible for the revolution

that incorporated combinatorics into the mainstream of

modern mathematics.”
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Cinderella at the balls

The "palace balls" in Mathematics are the International

Congresses of Mathematicians.

Since 1897, and more or less every four years, all mathematicians

gather together in these celebrations of the unity of mathematics.

From the beginning, apart of "plenary lectures" the congress has

hosted "sections" on the several branches of mathematics.

Until the 70's, the appearances of combinatorics in ICMs (Erdös,

Coxeter,…) can be considered "in disguise and without an

invitation".

Only in 1974 (Vancouver) combinatorics started being invited to the

balls. Szémeredi is one of the speakers in the new section "Discrete

Mathematics and Computer Science". His title: "On sets of integers

containing no k elements in arithmetic progression".



The last ball (Madrid'06)



Jon Kleinberg

The very fact that the IMU established the Nevanlinna prize in

1982 is an acknowledgement that Computer Science (the

"prince" in our Cinderella story) is very deeply connected with

mathematics.

Jon Kleinberg's work is in understanding and dealing with a

very complex combinatorial system, the Internet. How to

search things in it, compare things in it, connect things in it, etc.



The 2006 Fields medallists



Andrei Okounkov



Terence Tao



Wendelin Werner
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Grigory Perelman

OK, I admit that arguing that Perelman is a combinatorialist is not easy…

      (and I hope this is not the reason why he did not come to Madrid!)

… but Poincaré's conjecture is, after all, a combinatorial question, isn't it?

In fact, the birth of algebraic topology is one of the clearest
examples of the "many services rendered to both pure and
applied mathematics" by combinatorics.
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Combinatorics in Spain

Combinatorics in Spain does not (officially) exist …

… yet.
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PROFESORES NUMERARIOS DE LAS UNIVERSIDADES PÚBLICAS POR ÁREAS DE CON

Cod.Area de Conocimiento CU TU + CEU TEU TOTAL

5 Algebra 43     152 20 215

15 Análisis Matemático 87     236 26 349

205 Estadíst. e Invest. Oper. 100     354 152 606

440 Geometría y Topología 51     125 6 182

595 Matemática Aplicada 151     709 580 1440

200 Didáctica de la Matemát. 4     68 155 227

570 Leng. y Sist. Inform. 44     274 371 689

75 C. Comp. e Int. Art. 81     266 136 483
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The spanish university system in the last 25 years has been

absolutely based on the so-called "áreas de conocimiento":

-You get a position in one of these areas, and by a jury consisting of

members of that area.

- Undergraduate courses are officially attached to areas (not necessarily

a single one). In particular, the amount of professors "needed" in each

area heavily depends on the amount of teaching that area "has".

- The scientific advisory board in charge of approving research grants

(ANEP) in mathematics consists of five members which, casually, belong

one to each of the five areas.
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A new hope

There are more and more signs that (happily) "areas de

conocimiento" are starting to die …

…but there are also signs that (unhappily) the research

authorities wish to specify in more detail what problems we

mathematicians should work on.

Are we destroying old frontiers to create new ones?
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